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MOVENTAS INTRODUCES BREAKTHROUGH SUITE OF  
TECHNOLOGIES KNOWN AS XL – EXTRA LIFE
Moventas, a leading wind gearbox manufacturer 
and service provider, recently announced a break-
through suite of technologies known as XL – Extra 
Life, which is designed to address the failures of 
the gearboxes in the GE 1.5 fleet in 
North America. The XL for GE 1.5 
gearbox is the culmination of 35 
years of wind gearbox expertise 
Moventas gained repairing GE 
1.5 gearboxes, and it will 
carry the industry’s most 
comprehensive five-year 
warranty that covers 
both crane costs and 
turbine downtime.

The XL for GE 1.5 
is the most reliable 
and lowest total cost of 
ownership replacement 
gearbox available as all 
significant failure modes 
have been tackled. Possibly 
the most important feature of the 
XL is the industry’s strongest planet 
stage. The planet stage for the XL has a special 
case carburized structure with integrated planetary 
bearings and improved pitting safety.

In addition to the strongest planetary stage, there 
are several key technical upgrades. The XL’s upgrad-
ed bearings address white etch cracking bearing 
failures that plague all gearboxes. Additionally, its 
upgraded raw material specifications for the inter-
mediate and high-speed gearing should eliminate 
inclusion-based failure modes. Enhanced lubrication 
filtration pulls out smaller metal particles that could 
damage internal parts. Lastly, 24/7 vibration and oil 
particle condition management are included as stan-
dard. All these specially designed features devel-
oped by Moventas combine to significantly prolong 
gearbox life, avoiding costly downtime for repairs.

Moventas will begin deliveries of the XL for GE 
1.5 in Q1 of 2016 to customers in North America. 

“We leveraged our many years of experience in 
gearbox service and repair to have our engineers 
develop a worry-free gearbox designed to save our 
customers money and downtime,” said Mike Grunow, 
vice president of sales and marketing for Moventas 
Americas. “Moventas stands behind the product with 
a comprehensive five-year warranty that covers any 
crane costs that would arise and any lost energy pro-
duction.”

For more information, go to www.moventas.com. 
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DNV GL LAUNCHES NEW SOFTWARE TOOL TO REDUCE  
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT TIME AND COST OF WIND TURBINES
DNV GL, the world’s largest resource 
of independent energy experts and 
certification body, recently released 
Turbine.Architect, a new in-house 
software tool enabling turbine engi-
neers and component developers to 
quickly calculate the impact of their 
technology on levelized cost of energy 
(LCOE) for a realistic wind project. 
Turbine.Architect uses sophisticated, 
integrated design algorithms based 
on decades of design and bladed 
experience. DNV GL conducted 
the first public demonstration of 
Turbine.Architect’s capabilities at 
the annual European Wind Energy 
Association (EWEA) event in Paris.

Turbine.Architect supports turbine 
design and component technology 
development by quantification of the 
technical impact of design and compo-
nent technology on both the turbine 
system and the entire wind farm, from 
the foundation to the electrical infra-
structure. Turbine.Architect computes 
realistic values for the capital costs of 
turbine, balance of plant components, 
farm operational costs, availability, 
and farm annual energy production.

The tool’s validated engineering 
models produce concept-level techni-
cal specifications for turbine compo-
nents and farm items with up-to-date 
market intelligence translating these 
specifications into appropriate capital 
costs. Similarly, operational costs and 
availability are quantified using mod-
els for operations and maintenance 
that are benchmarked with real field 
data. Its method to estimate energy 
production includes losses from rotor 
aerodynamics, drive train compo-
nents, and farm wakes, the latter by 
linking with DNV GL WindFarmer. 
Turbine.Architect also contains a 
discounted cash flow model where 
estimated costs and yield are escalated 
to LCOE and Net Present Value (NPV).

The tool is built on the basis of 
algorithms and many years’ worth of 
analysis and development performed 
by DNV GL’s turbine design experts. 
As well as quick LCOE calculations at 
the early phases of a given project, the 
tool allows users to overwrite various 
components in favor of informing 
the model with the results from 
other tools or analysis. The user may 
then do everything from high-level 
screening of potential wind turbine 
design projects to detailed assessment 
of a specific system or component 
level technology innovation in the 
same tool, providing a unified way of 
presenting costs and calculating LCOE. 
The flexibility of the tool also allows 
the user to test various cost reduction 
opportunities and perform sensitivity 
analysis, with the overarching objec-
tive of supporting an LCOE-driven 
design process.

The Turbine.Architect service 
already supported an undisclosed 
supplier of advanced wind turbine 
blades and helped steer the develop-
ment of their advanced technology 
for biggest LCOE gains. The short 
times needed to setup Turbine.Archi-
tect, run it, and analyze the results 
proved instrumental. It allowed DNV 
GL to work alongside the customer 
and provide inputs that were both 
technically sound and on time. 
Further, the holistic view offered by 
Turbine.Architect provided engineer-
ing facts to debunk some lingering 

opinions that might have resulted in 
a sub-optimal technology. The end 
result was an advanced blade concept 
with the right balance between 
cost, mass, loads, and aerodynamic 
efficiency.

“Turbine.Architect has been created 
by our experts to reduce the risk when 
designing wind turbine,” said Ben 
Hendriks, head of section engineering 
at DNV GL. “Not only does it save 
a great deal of time — producing a 
concept design in a matter of minutes 
rather than days — it also offers a 
means for those without the time 
or necessary expertise to still forge 
ahead in the industry. By offering 
LCOE-driven design support, we 
are able to guarantee our customers 
an improved final result to their 
project — a faster time-to-market with 
a more competitive product. By using 
Turbine.Architect in all design stages 
of a project, a component designer can 
play around with various elements, 
allowing them the freedom to swiftly 
trial different ideas. We are offering 
this service to all OEMs and suppliers 
of key components, whether they are 
already a DNV GL customer or not.”

DNV GL launched the new tool 
including a live demonstration 
at its booth at the EWEA annual 
event in Paris.

For more information, go to 
www.dnvgl.com. 
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